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Greater 
Copenhagen area 
2.0 mill. Finger Plan
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(under constructed)
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Here is something especially for our foreign audience. Where is the LINC project located? The Danish LINC project is in the Greater Copenhagen area.  Here we find the Finger Plan. An Urban Plan from 1947. The plan structures city development and divides the city in urban fingers and green wedges. The Finger Plan was also an answer to the accelerating car traffic in the years following World War two. The plan put up some organizing principles for a more compact city around the core area near train stations, to reduce traffic congestion and promote the use of public transport. Let us take a closer look at the project area which is located in a suburban area– around 15-20 km from the Copenhagen City Center. The area is also where the new Greater Copenhagen Light Rail is constructed. 
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The Greater Copenhagen Light Rail will make it much easier to use public transport across city fingers. It will have 29 new stations. And some of the light rail stations will connect existing S-trains to the city center. It crosses 10 municipalities and covers a 28-kilometre development area. A potential area for urban transformation. The construction is expected to be finished in 2025.The LINC-project has been evolving around the future light rail system and espespecially urban transformation in two areas being 1) Hersted Industrial Park and 2) Gladsaxe Business District. The third area being DTU Campus Lyngby is the location that was chosen for the autonomous vehicle testing. The university covers an area of 1 square kilometer and have around 11.000 students and 6.000 employees. So, a lot of potential users for the new autonomous service. For all tree areas new light rail stations will be built, sooner or later changing travel behavior. We have imagined how a future autonomous first and last mile shuttle could provide a user service from existing transport hubs.
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AV testing period at DTU Lyngby Campus

AV test period 6 months

DTU Lyngby Campus route

Covid 19 lockdown period
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From the picture in the left corner in the bottom, you see the Av route. The total route network is around 1.8 km having 6 stops.The shuttle service is designed as a feeder service, meaning that shuttles connect to the existing buses that mainly runs on the bigger roads. At the campus area other traffic drives at low speeds and the shuttles hugely interact with other road users like bicycles, pedestrians and cars. The campus area is a large area where people during the days move around between more then 100 buildings for different activities. So there is an internal need for transportation. The testing period lasted around 6,5 months from mid April to beginning of November. During that period there has been a Covid-19 lockdown situation almost lasting half the period. The lockdown situation prevented most of the students and employees to use the campus. During that period educational activities were mostly online. After summer vacation the students and employees were allowed to return to the campus area. 



Demand responsive buses 

Project Scope

Autonomous shuttle operation

City planning for liveable cities

User experience

Legal framework for AV’s 
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Within the project area mainly four general topics have been explored. Autonomous operation. We have used smaller tests and demonstrations in combination with the larger test at DTU to collect operational experiences with a Easymile gen 2 vehicle . In relation to this, LINC is the first project in Denmark to test autonomous shuttles from Easymile and one of the first to apply for autonomous operation on public roads in mixed traffic under the newly established pilot scheme for AV’s. User experienceWe have collected data on user experience and behaviour to learn more about human-robot interaction. We know user acceptance is important for the adoption of autonomous collective mobility .Demand responsive busesCould an autonomous demand responsive shuttle service complement a regular bus in for instance low peak hours? Maybe we could have diverse customized bus service design strategies during the day, that are still attractive for users? This is something we have looked into. Moreover, a developed smartphone sensing platform is a good example on how to support more demand responsive buses.  You will hear more about it. City planning for liveable citiesAnd how can autonomous collective mobility create better cities?.... Well, hopefully they will provide a more attractive mode of transport making it possible to design car-reduced neighborhoods where people are encouraged to drive less and where access to a car wins over ownership. This will be a city where space can be optimized and used for other purposes like parks, playgrounds.. cities for people and not cars. Legal framework…well…we did not expect to have this as a project scope, but nevertheless we gained a lot of insights in the process because of the long journey to get AVs on the streets.   
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The Big Why

Denmark: number of passenger 
cars 2008-2018
Source: Statistics Denmark
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But let us look into why we want to develop public transport?1. Our challenge is clear for the transport system- The use of personal cars has increased more than ever. In 10 years we have seen additional 450.000 cars on the road. - Distance travelled by personal car has increased substantially- Increasing level of household car ownershipCO2 emissions, noise pollution and congestion is increasing in Greater Copenhagen area. This is not in line with climate goals. 2. Public transport i also challenged today:The Capital Region of Denmark have never spent so much money on subsidies for the regional buses then now – and despite more citizens, the number of bus passengers is still declining. It is a vicious spiral where the region will have to save on bus departures due to declining revenues and buses getting caught in traffic congestion.The covid-19 situation is only worsening the situation. 
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Market analysis show us that there is a huge growth potential investing in autonomous vehicles. Most auto-companies are investing in autonomous technologies today. Here for instance, we see an autonomous vehicle from Waymo. This may not be the solution.. Well, first, you see a vehicle with only one person. We need more carpooling. Next, the autonomous technology could make the situation worse if we use them the same way we currently use private cars. This is called the “Horseless carriage syndrome”. It stems from when the first cars were introduced, which looked like carriages without horses. The problems we have today with will not go away by itself. The solution is not more of the same. 
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Autonomous cars can 
change our life’s…

lincproject.dk
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If we think more of the same, this picture very well depicts a worsened situation on our roads. No matter we drive private cars, electric cars, autonomous cars and shared services. Autonomous cars can become a beneficial element in mobility or become a very problematic element in the transport system.Autonomous cars can porperly be able to optimize traffic and reduce traffic congestion. But on the other hand autonomous cars can become very popular, its easy to ride, you can relax underway and it provides new user groups access to cars. I introduced the Finger Plan at the beginning, and it is easy to imagine how urban spraw can spoil the planning structure if distance is no longer an issue. . The Danish Road Directorate foresse that autonomus vehicles can mean a 15 % increase in traffic in the capital region.  That is why we in the LINC project have choosen to look at development of public transport or what we call autonomous collective mobility. If we use technology intelligently to increase shared mobility and develop traditional modes of public transport to make them more attractive, they will be an important part of the development of sustainable mobility in our cities. That is why it is important that decisionmakers make the right decisions about autonomous vehicles so they can become a beneficial element.Autonomous collective mobility could be part of the answer achiving more and better public transport for the same money.
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